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LONG-STANDING ISSUES
The Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup of western Montana and adjacent areas is geologically and economically important, but it has been frustratingly hard to understand. The previous Belt Symposium volumes (Savage, 1973; Hobbs, ed., 1984; Roberts, ed., 1986; and Berg, ed., 1998) offer an historical view of the progress of the science of geology in the western United States.
Geochronology
In 1973, Savage stressed geochronology as an issue which exemplified the difficulty of doing geology in the Belt Supergroup. Available Rb-Sr and U-Pb ages suggested that Belt deposition may have spanned 400 million years, from 1300 to 900 Ma (Obradovich and Peterman, 1973) . Elston (1984) used magnetostratigraphy to narrow the range to about 250 Myr (1500 to 1250 Ma). In a summary of progress and prospects after Belt Symposium II, in Missoula in 1983, Thorson and McKelvey (1984) labeled better geochronology as the most critical need for Belt research. This has been partly accomplished, and now the Belt is restricted in time to a much shorter interval than some participants in Belt Symposium I dreamed of. Thanks to zircon U-Pb geochronology, today we know that Belt deposition lasted about 70 Myr, from about 1470 to about 1400 Ma (Evans et al., 2000) .
The advent of U-Pb geochronology, especially using the ion microprobe (SHRIMP) and laser-ablation ICPMS, has injected geochronometric reality into long-standing arguments about Belt stratigraphy. Several papers in this volume utilize these new tools to provide constraints on age and correlation of Belt strata (Chamberlain et al., Lewis et al., Link et al., and Doherty et al.) .
Correlation
In 1973, disagreement flourished over correlation of Belt sedimentary units, and Savage cautioned against almost all correlation beyond continuous local map areas. An excellent review of long-term correlation problems was presented by Winston (1986) . The production of 1:250,000-scale and 1:100,000-scale geologic maps of much of the Belt Supergroup has settled many of these issues (see listing in Link, 1998 , and subsequent maps by Berg and Lonn, 1999; Evans and Green, 2003; Lewis, 1998a Lewis, , 1998b Lewis et al., 2000; Lewis et al., 2002; Lewis et al., 2005; Stanford, 2002a, 2002b; Lonn and Berg, 1999; Lonn and McFaddan, 1999; Lonn et al., 2003; Lund, 2004) . Arguments still flourish over correlation of Belt units, and confusion especially exists as to which metamorphosed packages in central Idaho are meta-Belt versus younger strata. One amusing irony is that complex gneissic rocks northeast of Lowell, Idaho, correlated with the Belt Supergroup with great care and authority by Reid et al. (1973) (in the longest research paper in Belt Symposium I), have recently been shown to be a window of underthrust Mesozoic rocks of accreted terranes (Lund et al., 2005) . Additional points of contention include the interval of the Snowslip and Shepard formations as it fines to the southwest into Idaho and has been called the upper member of the Wallace Formation, and the correlation of the Lemhi Group near Salmon, Idaho, with Belt strata to the northeast in Montana.
In an important summary and redefinition by Winston in this volume, the name Piegan Group is revised. The revised Group replaces "Middle Belt carbonate" and consists of the Helena overlain by the Wallace Formation. These two formations are no longer thought to represent coeval eastern and western facies, but rather two stratigraphic packages separated by a locally erosional sequence boundary.
Another important paper is that of Lund et al., who propose a complex structural history for the Blackbird Mining District. This is a totally new structural interpretation of a well-known mineralized area in eastern Idaho, where the rocks were formerly included in the "Yellowjacket Formation". Crittenden and Wallace (1973) mentioned the attractive "Udder hypothesis", which correlated the Belt Supergroup, the Uinta Mountain Group, and the Grand Canyon Supergroup as continental embayments to the Neoproterozoic Cordilleran miogeocline. In fact U-Pb geochronology, producing largely Neoproterozoic ages, has recently constrained their lack of correlation with the Belt. In this volume Rob Hargraves et al., in a posthumous paper put together by Ed Ruppel, discuss Neoproterozoic rocks south of Challis, Idaho, that may be related to the ca. 900 Ma Beaverhead impact structure on the MontanaIdaho border to the east. 
Depositional Setting
Don Winston, the latest in a series of tough "Grand Old Men" of Belt geology, has been passionate about these rocks for over 40 years. One issue, which has been settled by Winston's refusal to change his mind, and by the fact that he was mainly right, is that the Belt Basin was intracratonic and largely lacustrine (Winston, this volume) . It was fed by sand coming from the west, south, and locally the east (Ross et al., 1992; Ross and Villeneuve, 2003; Link et al., this volume) . Winston interprets the Piegan Group as deposited largely in large, generally shallow, lakes, which display pervasive cyclic sedimentation. At times this basin was connected geochemically to the world ocean (Frank et al., 1997; Lyons et al., 1998) , but primarily the Belt basin acted sedimentologically as an underfilled fluvial and lake system (sensu Bohacs et al., 2000) .
INTERNATIONAL COMPONENT
Belt Symposia have always had an international component. In the first Belt Symposium Rowlands (1973) summarized the permissively correlative Adelaide Geosyncline in South Australia. The Adelaidean Period is now known to be totally Neoproterozoic and thus younger than the time of deposition of the Belt Supergroup (Preiss, 1993) . Proterozoic successions worldwide have been compared with the Belt. The "outrageous" proposed Siberian connection, as an alternative to the SWEAT hypothesis (Moores, 1991; Price, 2000, 2003) , and as now modified to the "Troika" paleocontinental reconstruction, has fuelled international geologic research. Jim Sears of the University of Montana and Russian colleagues have researched possible connections to a Siberian continent to the west of the Belt Basin. Three papers in this volume address that issue (Sears; Khudoley et al.; and Podkovyrov et al.) . By 2013, the date of a hypothetical fifth Belt Symposium, new geochemical and geochronologic tools will allow a much improved understanding of the age and stratigraphic setting of Proterozoic strata worldwide.
